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E. ORIGINAL ORATORY 

 
In Original Oratory, the oration should be an original speech written by the speaker, not exceeding 
seven minutes or less than five minutes in length. Sources of quoted material should be clearly 
indicated by the speaker. The use of notes or text is permitted, or the speech may be memorized. 
Speakers may stand at a lectern or music stand. The speaker is required to develop a topic, serious or 
light, with a clear focus which engages the audience. 

 
A speech will be judged equally on both its content and the speaker’s delivery. It should be 
remembered whether using a serious or humorous approach, the purpose of oratory is to make a point. 

 
Speeches used in one NESDA tournament may not be used in another tournament. Students may not 
make major modifications to speeches between rounds of the same tournament. Contestants may 
choose what medium, be it paper or electronic, they read from. The use of unaccented English will not 
be a criterion for judging unless the pronunciation and accent interfere with intelligibility. 

 
Orators should realize that the presentation of speeches in auditoriums usually takes longer than in 
smaller rooms and should plan accordingly. Speeches of less than five or more than seven minutes in 
length, and/or failure to comply with any of the above will result in the deduction of penalty points. In 
practice, when speakers hear the timer’s word “Stop!”, they should finish their sentence and then stop 
immediately; they will not then be penalized. 
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CRITIQUE SHEET for ORIGINAL ORATORY 
 

The oration should be an original speech written by the speaker, between five and seven minutes in length. The speaker 
is required to develop a topic with clear focus that engages the audience. Sources of quoted material should be clearly 
indicated by the speaker. The use of notes or text is permitted, but the speech may be memorized. Speakers may stand 
at a lectern or music stand. Speeches used in one NESDA tournament may not be used in another tournament. Students 
are required to not make major modifications to speeches between rounds of the same tournament. Contestants may 
choose what medium, be it paper or electronic, they read from. It should be remembered that the purpose of oratory, 
whether using a serious or humorous approach, is to make a point. 

 
Orators should realize that the presentation of speeches in auditoriums usually takes longer than in smaller rooms and 
should plan accordingly. Speeches of less than five or more than seven minutes in length and/or failure to comply with 
any of the above will have ten points deducted from each judge’s score. In practice, when speakers hear the timer’s 
word “STOP!”, they should finish their sentence and then stop immediately; they will not be penalized. For grading 
instructions, see Handbook. 

 
**Judges should not make the use of unaccented English a criterion in judging any event unless the pronunciation and 
accent interfere with intelligibility. Judges should also take care that their own preconceived ideas of how a piece 
should be performed/delivered do not influence their critique.** 

 
Please see other page for Grading Scheme. This grading scheme contains descriptors that may be used as a starting 
point for judgments. You may underline or highlight phrases that apply to the actors as part of the critique; under each 
category, descriptors are arranged in various criteria. Please add comments on any other relevant aspects and to focus 
participants on specific aspects of their piece. 

 
Subject of Oratory: 

 
 
 
 

Flow of Ideas: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

General comments on speech: 
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ORIGINAL ORATORY - 
GRADING SCHEME: 

 

The following is a grading scheme used to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the Original Oratory. 
There are ten criteria with three choices in each. Write one number for each criterion (“5” being the best) 

for an overall possible score of 50. 
Content 

 5 Introduction: sets a clear direction and hooks the audience 
3 sets a direction and attempts to hook the audience 
1 lacks depth and clarity of direction 

 

5 
 

Focus and clarity: body of the speech shows strong focus and clarity of thought 
3 body of the speech is somewhat focused and clear 
1 body of the speech lacks focus and clarity 

 

5 
 

Examples: highly effective for topic, audience and thought progression 
3 effective examples used 
1 limited use of examples 

 

5 
 

Reasoning: argumentation is effective in support of central idea 
3 some reasoning and support of central idea 
1 limited reasoning in support of central idea 

 

5 
 

Conclusion reinforces and connects major ideas and leaves audience thinking 
3 conclusion links to main ideas and interests audiences 
1 the ending is a simple repeat of main ideas without reflection (no conclusion=0) 

 

Delivery 
 
 

5 

 
 

Clarity: each word can be heard with crystal clarity and expression 
 3 the speech is distinct and clear 
 1 some parts are hard to hear 

  

5 
 

Voice: enjoyable and appropriate variations in pitch, volume and tone 
 3 reasonable variation in use of pitch, volume and tone 
 1 room for much more variation in voice qualities 

  

5 
 

Pacing: pleasing and enhancing use of pauses, rhythms, varied speed 
 3 variation in use of pauses, rhythm, speed; maybe scope for more 
 1 some variation in pacing – more would better sustain audience’s attention 

  

5 
 

Composure: confident, commanding and poised in speaking 
 3 somewhat confident; maybe nervous but controlling it 
 1 demonstrates nervousness 

  

5 
 

Engagement: employs effective gestures and eye contact with ease 
 3 uses gestures and eye contact 
 1 uses few gestures with little eye contact with audience or overuse of notes 

Total (out of 50) 
Judge’s Name:   Judge’s Signature: 

 

 
 
      (15 points deducted if under FIVE minutes or over SEVEN minutes) 


